NewNight CurveLight Module Conversion Set for Standard Luminaires

Small installation set with a large impact
The ready-to-connect NewNight-CurveLight installation kit is suitable for converting a wide variety of luminaire types to LED technology. On request, this can be extended by modern switching and control technology, such as dimming function, half-night control, or DALI control.

The module has a UV-resistant, high-performance lens made of optical silicone. In contrast to the individually orderable CurveLight module (see 3rd picture), the conversion kit includes the mounting plate, LED control gear, and power supply terminal for connection to the existing luminaire. With the CurveLight module installation kit, very short conversion times can be realized immediately ready for connection.

Whether for pendant luminaires, globe and shade luminaires, pole-mounted and pole-mounted luminaires – the CurveLight installation kit can be used universally and impresses with outstanding performance.
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